Abstract. The existing Z-source or qZ-source PWM AC-AC converters have limited voltage gain because of the equivalent series resistance in the Z-source inductor. In order to obtain higher voltage gain than (q)Z-source AC-AC converters, a coupled inductor(or transformer) based Z-source AC-AC converter is proposed in this paper. By increasing turns ratio of the coupled inductor more than 1, the proposed converter can obtain higher output voltage than (q)Z-source converters with the same duty ratio. A 120 W prototype AC-AC converter is built and tested to verify performances of the proposed converter.
Introduction
AC-AC converter can be divided largely the indirect AC-AC converter with the direct AC-AC converter. The indirect AC-AC converter is able to control both output voltage and frequency like matrix converters. However, it is necessary to use the direct PWM AC-AC converter in case of varying output voltage without regulating frequency [1] . For this case, it is recently introduced AC-AC converters using Z-source inverters [2] - [5] . Figure 1 illustrates a conventional single phase Z-source AC-AC converter [4] . Conventional single-phase Z-source inverters have a function that output voltage can be stepup and down than input voltage. In addition, it is able to convert the phase of output voltage to same or opposite phase of input voltage. The circuit of Figure 1 , although with these advantages, since the input voltage source and the switch has a structure connected in series, there is a drawback that the input current becomes discontinuous. Nowadays, to improve these it is introduced qZ-source AC-AC converters [6] - [11] . Figure 2 shows a scheme of conventional qZ-source AC-AC converter. Although qZsource AC-AC converter holds same voltage gain compared with Z-source AC-AC converter, it has an advantage of continuous input current due to series connection of input voltage and Z-source inductor(L 1 ). Also, input and output ground is common ground connection. Figure 3 shows waveforms of PWM signals for qZ-source AC-AC converter. Fig. 2 . Conventional single-phase qZ-source AC-AC converter. Switch S1 and S2 are turned on and off alternately like conventional PWM DC-DC converters. In Figure 1 and 2, the ratio of input and output voltage is shown as (1) considering parastic resistance of qZ-source inductors. D means duty ratio of switch S1 and R is load resistance. Figure 4 shows voltage gain curve of qZ-source AC-AC converter related with variations of D and R. It is shown in Figure 4 that step-up region is always higher voltage gain than 1 in between D=0 and D=0.5. In between D=0.5 and D=1, it can be step-up and down of voltage gain. In addition, the phase of output voltage is the opposite state(180°) in step-up and down regions. Output voltage gain of qZ-source topology is actually lower when duty ratio is over 0.45 due to parastic resistances of inductors for Z-source network even if Z-source topology is theoretically able to get infinite voltage gain. Therefore, conventional (q)Z-source AC-AC converters take a limitation of getting voltage gain more. This paper deals with trans-Z-source AC-AC converter to overcome limitation of voltage gain in conventional (q)Z-source AC-AC converters. 6 . Equivalent circuit of the proposed trans-Z-source AC-AC converter.
Proposed Trans-Z-Source AC-AC Converter
The voltage on inductors both L 1 and L 2 in Figure 1 and 2 is equivalent to voltage each other when switches turn on and off. Because of this, turns ratio of coupled inductor should be one-to-one. However, it is not necessary to keep one-to-one turns ratio of L 1 and L 2 if C 1 or C 2 is removed then L 1 and L 2 is coupled. It means that proposed topology can realize high voltage gain through different turns ratio of coupled inductor [12] . 
A. Analysis of Operation Modes
In this section, operation modes and voltage gain of trans-Z-source AC-AC converter are introduced. It is similar to be analyzed in Figure 5 -(b) and the results are equivalent values. The turns ratio of primary and secondary side in coupled inductor is defined one-to-N similar to Figure 6 . The coupled inductor is represented an equivalent circuit of magnetizing inductance (L  m ) and leakage inductance(L lk ). For convenience parastic resistance(r) and leakage inductance(L lk ) are neglected. And it is shown bidirectional switches shortly as switches in Figure 6 . Figure 7 represents operation modes of proposed trans-Zsource AC-AC converter. Switch S1 in mode 1 on Figure  7 is turned on then switch S2 is turned off. Because of turned off S2 input current is not flowed to secondary side of coupled inductor. Therefore, electrical energy is charged in L m of coupled inductor. Equations of mode 1 are expressed as below. 
It is get voltage gain of proposed trans-Z-source AC-AC converter as below using equation (2), (3), (6) , and (7). D is defined duty ratio of switch S1. Figure 8 represents voltage gain curves compared proposed trans-Z-source AC-AC converter in case one-totwo turns ratio of coupled inductor with conventional (q)Z-source AC-AC converter. It is shown that proposed trans-Z-source AC-AC converter is high voltage gain than conventional (q)Z-source AC-AC converter in case of same duty ratio. Figure 9 shows a 120 W prototype proposed trans-Zsource AC-AC converter and Table II presents electrical specifications of the proposed converter. The output voltage is fixed 110 V rms and 60 Hz and varying the input voltage. Figure 10 presents the circuit diagram for experiments and input filters are added. Input filters are necessary to maintain continuous input current because removed capacitor C2 generates discontinuous input current. Turns ratio of coupled inductor in experiments is one-to-two and voltage gain is induced as below.
Experimental Results
In Figure 11 it is shown waveforms of input voltage, output voltage and input current at D=0.25 and V in =47 V rms . Figure 12 represents waveforms at D=0.2 and V in =62 V rms . Figure 13 shows waveforms at D=0.143 and V in =78 V rms . It is different from phases of input current and voltage because this phenomenon depends on output loads. Fig. 9 . Prototype circuit of the proposed trans-Z-source AC-AC converter. [100 The higher output voltage and current becomes closer in phase. Figure 14 represents output current and voltage waveforms of the proposed converter. In Figure 15 it is shown waveforms of primary side current in coupled inductor and switch S1 voltage at D=0.2. Figure 16 shows both current waveforms of secondary side in coupled inductor and input current of the proposed converter. [100 Previously described, LC filter is added for solving discontinuous input current. 
Conclusion
This paper addressed Trans-Z-source AC-AC converter included coupled inductors that has higher voltage gain than conventional (q)Z-source PWM AC-AC converters. The proposed converter can be achieved high voltage gain through increasing turns ratio of coupled inductors. Although the proposed converter needs more passive components like Capacitors or inductors it is effective to get stable output voltage under applications with unstable input voltage.
